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Abstract
The European Union (EU) represents an emerging opportunity structure refining societal actors’ chances to get access to and influence over policy-making. While research has mainly focused on lobbying within the legislative arena we provide evidence that competition policy can also be understood as a venue of interest group politics by taking the case of European football. The specific institutional features of competition policy have the potential to increase probability of access and lower costs for political action for certain interest groups but also to limit potential benefits from interest group politics. Professional football players and clubs in Europe have used competition policy procedures as an avenue to challenge the supremacy of governing bodies such as UEFA in the game’s organisational structures. Whilst managing some impact in terms of policy, the challengers have attained only moderate influence in football’s sectoral governance.
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**Introduction**

The European Union (EU) represents an emerging political opportunity structure offering some actors additional resources for exerting influence, while constraining the options of others (Marks & McAdam 1999). European football represents an exemplary case for studying how the policies of the EU have the potentially to disturb existing power relationships and power equilibria between incumbent actors in other systems.

The EU incursions in sport have been labelled as ‘indirect sports policy’ (Tokarski et al. 2004, p.55) representing an incremental accumulation of legal cases whereby the extent of the application of competition policy and the single market regulations to sport were considered (Parrish 2003; Dimitrakopoulos 2006; Garcia 2007, 2009; Meier 2009). In the Lisbon Treaty however, the European Union has been equipped, for the first time, with a direct competence on sport, albeit only to ‘to support, coordinate or supplement the actions of the Member States’ (see Articles 6 and 165 of the treaty on the Functioning of the European Union) (C-306/06, *Official Journal*, 17-12-07, p.1), which is the lowest level of competences attributed to the EU (see Weatherill 2010, García & Weatherill 2012). Whereas a ‘direct’ sport policy by the EU is still in its infancy (Tokarski et al. 2004, García & Weatherill 2012, the impact of Article 165 on EU sports policy remains to be seen at this moment, but early legal and political analysis suggests that criteria for the application of EU competition law (which is of special interest in this article) are unlikely to be changed and, therefore, those aspects of EU sports policy will probably not suffer major modifications (Parrish *et al.* 2010).

Thus, EU sport policy, especially *pre-Lisbon*, features a significant number of cases where regulations adopted by football governing bodies have been challenged by stakeholders such as clubs or players before the European courts or the Commission. Among these cases, the *Bosman* ruling is probably best known because a marginalised player succeeded in contesting the power of the football bodies to restrict player mobility.
In order to understand EU induced power shifts within European football, it is essential to take into account that the power of governing bodies in football originates in the governance structures of the game. Traditionally, football has been organised along a pyramid, with FIFA, world football’s governing body at the apex. FIFA is then followed by the continental confederations, UEFA in the case of Europe, the national football associations and the national professional football leagues. Finally, clubs and players were firmly situated at the bottom of the pyramid (Tomlinson 1983, p.173). This was not just a vertical structure, but also a hierarchical one. The statutes of the governing bodies ensure that rules and regulations adopted at their level are filtered down the pyramid and abided by those stakeholders in the lower echelons. Thus, the governing bodies (FIFA, UEFA and national FAs) had preponderance in the governance of the game due to the vertical channels of authority that run from the top to the bottom. Their central role within sport governance allowed the sport to adopt monopoly practices that could, allegedly, violate EU competition law.

In the European context, those vertical channels of authority have been weakened to some extent and they are in the process of being replaced by a horizontal structure of network governance (García 2007, Holt 2007). It is generally accepted that professional clubs and players have abandoned their marginal position in the bottom of the pyramid following the Bosman case and European Commission investigations into the selling of football broadcasting rights (see Holt, 2006). Nevertheless, the relative empowerment of players and clubs is open to discussion. Regardless of substantial policy shifts favouring clubs and players, decision making bodies (executive committee and congress) at both FIFA and UEFA are still to incorporate representatives from the clubs and players. UEFA has institutionalised consultation with both stakeholders through the Professional Football Strategy Council (García 2009). FIFA accepted the participation of the players’ trade union (FIFPro) in its Dispute Resolution Chamber dealing with contractual disputes between players and clubs.
(FIFPro 2001). However, in terms of potential alternative forms of sport governance, these changes appear only to be moderate. Instead of forming their own closed professional European competition, G-14, the lobby group representing 18 European top clubs, has even decided to resolve in 2008. Professional players faced also difficulties to exploit particular favourable conditions for transnational unionism in football (Dabscheck 2003; Parrish 2011).

Given the opportunity of an institutional takeover of professional clubs and players, we address this puzzle: Why a relatively modest institutional change in the professional football sector in Europe despite the fact that EU involvement in sport came with potential for power shifts? We argue that one possible explanation for this lies in the specific features of competition policy as the institutional arena that empowered formerly marginalised actors in football. EU competition policy has the potential to modify the political opportunity structure in a way that it increases access probabilities and lowers cost of political action for some actors considerably. However, competition policy venue constrains potential benefits of interest group activity and does not guarantee that empowerment effects can be transferred to other venues. The article presents evidence from two cases where players and clubs challenged the hegemony of UEFA and FIFA. We claim that the case of European football provides interesting insights for researchers interested in the general dynamics of EU interest group politics

**EU interest group empowerment in non-majoritarian arenas**

Research on EU interest representation has made progress in mapping societal actors’ access to the European policy-making process (Woll 2006; Coen 2007), but it has mainly focused on lobbying within the legislative arena (Princen & Kerremans 2008). Although – as football clearly demonstrates (Parrish 2011) – the judicial activism of the European Court of Justice (ECJ) could inspire interest groups to prefer litigation over lobbying (Coen 2007), only few scholars have studied such litigation strategies (Bouwen & McCown 2007).
Here, we aim at broadening the analysis by focusing on a so-called non-majoritarian political arena, that is, competition policy. Non-majoritarian political arenas are detached from traditional chains of democratic delegation and oversight since executive actors are granted statutory authority to perform functions of policy formation and implementation within a broad range of discretion. Such non-majoritarian arenas are quite characteristic for the EU, because the Commission is in control of policy-formation and implementation in a number of policy domains (Majone 1997). Therefore, we aim to analyse competition policy as a non-majoritarian arena of interest group politics.

Conceptually, it is important to distinguish between two different processes in the application of European competition law, that is, public enforcement and private litigation. Public enforcement of the Treaty’s competition policy provisions refers to the powers conferred to the European Commission’s Directorate General for Competition Policy to investigate whether undertakings’ practices comply with Articles 101 et seq. of the TFEU. Public enforcement led by the European Commission fits perfectly into the image of non-majoritarian policy-making. The Commission enjoys a particular strong role in designing and enforcing policy and can heavily influence policy through individual decisions since the Commission can impose fines and require undertakings to modify their practices. Moreover, as suited vehicle to facilitate market integration, competition policy within the EU possesses characteristics of a horizontal ‘meta-policy’. Thus, the Commission has developed competition policy into one of the most centralised and powerful EU competences, which is only subject to review by the EU courts (Wilks 2005; Wilks & Bartle 2002).

Interest groups can also rely on private litigation based on competition policy before national courts, which may then refer the issue at stake for a preliminary ruling to the Court of Justice of the EU or not As Parrish (2011) argues, football stakeholders have successfully challenged governing bodies’ rules and regulations in courts. This venue is relatively easy to enter,
except for the need of legal expertise and litigation costs. Since it invests all the power of
decision on the courts, private litigation is even more of non-majoritarian character than
public enforcement, which can become highly politicised. Additionally, the opportunity to
rely on private enforcement can increase sectoral bargaining power.

Whereas our analytical focus is primarily on public enforcement, our two case studies feature
both public enforcement and private litigation. The investigation into the selling of
Champions League marketing rights, conducted by the Commission, is an instance of the
public enforcement of competition policy. The case of FIFA’s international transfer system is
slightly more nuanced, though, for it originated on the *Bosman* case as a prime example of
private litigation against football governing bodies based on freedom of movement
provisions. The follow up by the European Commission to investigate FIFA’s international
transfer system, a couple of years after the judgment, was based on competition policy
provisions, though, and it consequently was affected by its institutional characteristics. Thus,
the *Bosman* case illustrates how public and private enforcement of competition policy are
interlinked. The *Bosman* ruling enabled aggrieved actors to contest the power of the sport
bodies by relying on private enforcement of competition law. The significant change in the
political opportunity structure by *Bosman* is indicated by an immediate influx of up to fifty
sport-related complaints and questions to the Commission (Pons 2002, p.244). Furthermore,
by criticising the Commission’s hesitant stance, the ECJ called for a more decisive public
enforcement of EC competition law in the sport domain (Weatherill 2003, García 2007a).

The powerful role of the Commission within competition policy comes with strong
implications for the political opportunity structure defined as institutional features that
determine the relative ability of interest groups to influence decision making within a political
arena. The concept comprises two dimensions: A structural aspect relating to the openness of
a political system and the ease of access and, the receptivity of the political system to the
claims of certain political actors (Princen & Kerremans 2008, p.1131).

For the sake of parsimony, we follow Down’s (1957) classic assumption that the utility of
political action can be represented in the following cost-benefit calculus:

$$U = P \times B - C,$$

where $U$ refers to the utility of political action in a certain institutional venue, $P$ to the
probability of interest group success, and $B$ to benefits from an interest group’s success.
Finally, $C$ denotes the costs of political action. The specific political opportunity structure
within competition policy heavily affects that calculus so that competition policy might
appear to interest groups as an attractive venue for attaining policy change.

Here, we explore how institutional features of competition policy affect the expected utility
from interest group activity within that arena ($U_{comp}$) in comparison with political actions in
alternative (majoritarian) venues of sport policy ($U_{alt}$), where traditionally the sport bodies
dominate. Thus, we present a theoretical claim about the relative advantages that actors
contesting the sport bodies’ power enjoy within competition policy compared to other arenas.
We do not claim that actors challenging the power of sport bodies will automatically achieve
their objectives by relying on public or private enforcement of competition law. Rather we
argue that competition policy provides better prospects to achieve at least some political aims
than other venues.

Concerning public enforcement of competition law, the Commission is first of all mainly
interested in the liberalisation of the focal sector, which results in a bias towards certain
policy solutions and a narrow issue definition that comes with implications for the benefits to
be derived from interest group activity ($B$) as well as for access and success probabilities ($P$).
Narrow issue definition comes with an ambiguous effect: It restricts policy issues to questions
of liberalisation but works also against dominant players claiming to pursue a more ‘holistic view’. In terms of benefits, the liberalisation of a particular sector would be in the interest of formerly marginal actors (i.e. outsiders) as liberalisation might result in the re-distribution of resources (be that market share, capital) in their favour. Yet, the biggest benefits for these marginal outsiders do not arise only from economic liberalisation – resulting in a bigger share of the economic rents – but from a substantial shift in sectoral governance, that might allow those marginal actors to increase their power within the sector and their control of those very economic revenue streams. For example, player market liberalisation results almost inevitably in salary increases but encompassing CBAs can enable player unions to also improve social security while maintaining economic viability of team sport industries. In a comparable manner, clubs would be economically better off if they would be in complete control of the professional game. Narrow issue definition can further restrict benefits from interest group activity by precluding issue-linkages between policy dimensions (Tsebelis 2002). Therefore, potential benefits from political action within the competition policy arena are lower than from alternative courses of interest group politics ($B_{Comp} < B_{Alt}$):

Proposition #1: Narrow issue definition within the competition policy arena can limit the foreseeable benefits from interest group activity by restricting the set of policy solutions and by making more-dimensional political exchanges more difficult.

Competition policy can also heavily affect the probability of interest group access and success ($P$) because the strong procedural powers of the Commission increase the probability that interest groups supporting the Commission’s policy aims will be granted access and policy influence. Interest group activity outside competition policy is likely to meet less favourable conditions in particular when interest groups aim to challenge the dominant role of incumbent interests supported by other actors such as the Member States. Thus, interest groups intending to contest incumbents’ dominant role enjoy a strategic advantage within the competition
policy arena \((P_{\text{comp}} > P_{\text{Alt}})\) if they can align their preferences with the Commission’s liberalising policy:

Proposition #2: Within competition policy, interest groups likely to contribute to the achievement of Commission’s liberalising policy aims will experience higher probabilities of access and success.

Thus, if the Commission uses competition policy to address market barriers deeply entrenched in other policy arenas, the Commission can increase the probability of success for actors formerly marginalised in those venues. Here, narrow issue definition works in favour of the challengers since European competition policy tends to disadvantage actors with a more ‘holistic’ view and to ignore normative concerns alien to competition policy (Wilks 2005). Therefore, interest groups with a narrow mandate and constituency enjoy higher probabilities of access and influence than broader and more encompassing interest groups. Moreover, proposition #2 implies that ‘political money’ within competition policy consists not only of information but of veto-power since interest groups able to legitimise certain policy solutions are of utmost interest for the Commission. Interest groups qualifying as claimants in competition law proceedings will have higher probabilities of access because they represent ‘partisan veto players’ (Tsebelis 2002), which also implies that access is more directly linked to actual influence on policy-making.

The fact that partisan veto player status is decisive has consequences for the costs of interest group activity. We assume that relying on veto player status in order to achieve political aims is probably less costly than bearing the costs for lengthy political action outside competition policy which include, among others, costs for campaigning for grassroot support, lobbying in several arenas and meeting counter efforts by incumbent players (Rubin et al. 2001).
Therefore, we hypothesize that cost of action within competition policy arena is lower in comparison to other EU political arenas ($C_{Comp} < C_{Alt}$):

Proposition #3: Empowerment within the arena of competition policy bears the potential to considerably lower the costs for collective action by turning interest groups into partisan veto players.

In sum, public enforcement of competition policy features a relatively attractive combination of success probabilities and low costs that can increase its expected utility for certain interest groups, in particular, when interest groups can align their policy preferences with the liberalising agenda of DG Comp and when they can become veto players through claimant status. In those cases, the expected utility from alternative political action can be lower than from interest group activity within competition policy ($U_{Comp} > U_{Alt}$).

In contrast, competition policy has the potential to limit feasible benefits from interest group activity due to narrow issue definition. Interest group activity outside the arena of competition policy promises greater benefits due to the opportunity to achieve institutional change or to engage in more encompassing bargaining. However, we expect that it is not easy for interest groups to transfer empowerment effects from competition policy:

Proposition #4: Regardless of empowerment by competition policy, interest groups might remain unable to pursue their aims more effectively on other political venues, if they continue a 'low cost' strategy.

Thus, the difficult transfer of empowerment effects could explain the relatively moderate change in football’s sectoral governance. However, a general caveat has to be made. The discretion the Commission enjoys is never unlimited and legal issues within the EU can always provoke intense Member State involvement (Princen & Rhinard 2006). Even
European competition policy can become highly politicised (Wilks 2005), propelling a relatively ‘low politics’ competition policy dossier to the ‘high politics’ category; hence altering the narrow legal definition of the issue at stake. Thus, we have to theorise:

Proposition #5: Benefits from competition policy for interest groups pursuing a liberalisation agenda in accordance with the Commission might be limited in case the Commission’s policy ambitions are met with strong Member States’ resistance and the issue at stake becomes highly politicised.

**Challenging football governance in the competition policy venue**

Although we cannot ‘test’ all of our propositions by conducting case study evidence, we present ‘heuristic’ case studies to infer and to construct a causal chain account of how various conditions and variables interacted to produce a certain policy outcome. We examine two competition policy cases particularly consequential for European football governance. These cases concern, first, the Commission investigation on the selling of broadcasting rights for the UEFA Champions League (CL) that saw UEFA’s legitimacy being challenged by top professional clubs; and second, the Commission investigation into the transformation of the international transfer system, where the players union (FIFPro) was involved attempting to modify FIFA regulations.

**Selling of CL broadcasting rights**

Sport broadcasting poses serious challenges for antitrust authorities because many professional leagues have implemented collective selling systems as a vehicle for revenue redistribution among participating teams. Although the efficacy of such redistribution schemes is doubted, they are deemed necessary to maintain balanced competitions (Meier 2005). In Europe, football governing bodies used to control these collective selling systems
and to act as monopoly suppliers. That monopoly of political and economic power was increasingly challenged by the professional clubs, who wanted a larger share of the revenues.

When UEFA decided to transform the old European Cup, one of the key foundations of the new Champions League was the central selling of the competition’s commercial rights by UEFA on behalf of the participating clubs (UEFA 2001, p.2). UEFA notified the Commission on 19 February 1999 requesting clearance that the selling arrangements for CL broadcasting rights complied with competition law (European Commission 2003, para.18). UEFA argued that it would not organise the CL without joint selling and being able to redistribute the revenues among the ‘football family’ (European Commission 2003, para. 130). UEFA’s arrangements assume that the governing body is the owner of the rights (UEFA 2007, articles 27-28) and, therefore, it can market them centrally. However, this practice might, prima facie, restrict competition given UEFA’s monopoly.

Therefore, the Commission could decide not to endorse UEFA’s proposal, requesting that broadcasting rights are sold individually by the participating clubs, which would have induced supply side competition. Politically, these competition policy proceedings had far-reaching implications for football governance by either maintaining UEFA’s power over the clubs or by giving the clubs a much more prominent stake in football governance.

The anti-competitive effects of UEFA’s proposed selling arrangements were highlighted when DG Comp issued a statement of objections on 18 July 2001, which informed UEFA that their selling arrangements were not eligible for an exemption under Article 101 (3) TFEU (European Commission 2003, para.18). Instead, the Commission wanted to increase supply side competition and to reduce exclusivity of rights, so that more games would be broadcasted and more broadcasters per market could purchase the CL broadcasting rights (European Commission 2001a, 2001b).
Given the Commission’s liberalising agenda, the top professional clubs could become almost natural allies, because individual selling would earn the clubs much more revenues whilst, at the same time, it would have induced more supply side competition. In November 2001 UEFA presented revised arrangements for the selling of broadcasting rights where supply was substantially improved to avoid anticompetitive consequences (European Commission 2003, para.23). The Commission announced that, in principle, it could look favourably to UEFA’s proposal, subject to giving third parties the opportunity to comment on the arrangements (European Commission 2002, p.1). This was the key moment when G-14, as a representative of top professional football clubs, was invited to join the proceedings expressing whether it had objections on the revised UEFA proposal.

The Commission empowered the top clubs by creating a climate of legal uncertainty and by challenging the policies of UEFA that had remained uncontested for a long time. While DG Comp was procedurally required to invite third parties comments on the proceedings, involving G-14 enabled DG Comp not only to investigate the exclusivity of broadcasting rights (i.e. ensuring more TV operators can offer CL matches to the final consumer), but also to tackle supply side competition (i.e. a higher number of matches for the TV operators to broadcast) because G-14 could litigate against UEFA on the base of rights’ ownership claims. Tackling exclusivity and supply at the same time, the liberalising effect would be, therefore, multiplied. Crucially, without involving the clubs DG Comp could not decide questions of rights ownership because the proceedings were formally a clearance request filed by UEFA (Van den Brink 2000).

In response to DG Comp’s invitation, G-14 requested for the clubs the right to exploit secondary and minor rights, a stronger say in the marketing of CL sponsoring, and a reduction in exclusivity in order to control sublicensing deals and to increase revenues from so-far unused new media rights (European Commission 2003, para. 90-93). However, due to media
market recession, G-14 was afraid that substantial institutional change would destabilise European club football (Bossmann 2001).

UEFA’s strategy during the proceedings was twofold. On the one hand it engaged in negotiations with DG Comp to devise suitable selling arrangements that could be exempt:

_We had lots of meetings; many of them were very long and normally well spirited._

_We met every day, literally every day and always with lots of dialogue. Yes, we had different positions, but it was not dogmatic, we rather tried to find solutions_ (Interview, former UEFA senior executive, February 2007)

On the other hand, UEFA tried to lobby on national governments through national FAs. UEFA requested its national associations to contact national leaders and it even sent the FAs sample letters to be used for that purpose (Interview, senior director, The English FA, April 2006). However, politicisation failed and national governments did not decisively support UEFA. The Member States’ interest in stimulating new media markets was at odds with UEFA’s practice of granting exclusive contracts to single broadcasters as the Commission stressed (Pons, 1999; Ungerer, 1999). Thus, even though the Member States were sympathetic to governing bodies’ arguments that further intervention by the ECJ or the Commission in sport could endanger the so-called European model of sport (Garcia 2007a), the European Council only explained in the non-binding (soft law) Nice Declaration on Sport of 2000, ‘that moves to encourage the mutualisation of part of the revenue from such sales, at the appropriate levels, are beneficial to the principle of solidarity between all levels and areas of sport’ (European Council 2000, p.2).

The proceedings were settled informally between UEFA and the Commission following some further amendments to the arrangement devised by UEFA (European Commission 2002a, 2003). The Commission granted a three-year exemption to the revised arrangements for the
selling of CL broadcasting rights proposed by UEFA. The governing body had to modify its initial policy of central selling and long exclusive contracts. UEFA was allowed to sell part of the broadcasting rights but it was forced to divide its commercial rights into fourteen smaller packages, to be sold on a country by country basis for a period not exceeding three years (European Commission 2002a, p.1). In terms of ownership of rights, the Commission opted for an equitable decision whereby both UEFA and the participating clubs where considered co-owners of the CL commercial rights (European Commission 2003, para. 32-40). UEFA retained the exclusive right to sell the most attractive live rights packages, but other rights packages are co-exploited by both UEFA and the participating clubs (European Commission 2003, para. 32-54; UEFA 2002).

In sum, the antitrust proceeding enabled the top clubs to contest the rule of UEFA and push for a bigger share of the revenues generated within the European football industry. Whereas due to the economic risks of institutional change, G-14 pursued a risk-averse strategy, the top clubs succeeded forcing UEFA to accept some institutional change since club co-ownership of broadcasting rights was established.

The regulation of the players market

Player market regulation represents a highly sensitive issue because of the perceived links between transfer payments, solidarity and training efforts in grassroots football. The football bodies implemented restrictions of player mobility to facilitate competitive balance and to subsidy training efforts by small grassroots clubs. Scholars have doubted both effects and stressed that mobility restrictions inevitably result in player exploitation (Moorhouse 1999).

In Bosman, the ECJ abolished the so-called nationality quotas and the FIFA international transfer system in place at that moment, which required transfer payments for players even after the end of their contract. Thus, footballers could not change employers unless a club was
willing to pay an agreed transfer fee. Following Bosman nationality quotas were quickly abolished after a meeting of the UEFA executive committee in February 1996 (Goodbody 1996), but the transfer regulations were subject to a more lengthy debate and a European Commission investigation.

FIFA and UEFA initially informed the Commission that the international transfer system would no longer apply to players who changed clubs at the end of their contracts to play in a different country within the European Economic Area, but the rules were not officially revoked. Therefore, the Commission opened an infringement procedure against FIFA in December 1998 (Reding 2000, European Commission 2002b, p.1). With this decision the Commission brought the issue to the area of public enforcement of competition policy.

Initially the Commission aimed at a substantial policy shift in terms of the transfer system, albeit within a narrow liberalisation remit. DG Comp demanded restrictions of contract duration, unilateral right for contract termination and non-discretionary compensation payments for premature breach of contract (Parrish 2003, p.140-142). For the Commission, the player unions had to be the natural ally because the players were going to be the big winners of any further player market liberalisation.

Before Bosman, FIFPro had failed to convince the football bodies to lift mobility restrictions on players. This time, the Commission’s attack on the transfer system represented a significant opportunity for FIFPro. The Commission requested the governing bodies to present amendments to the challenged transfer system that could be acceptable not just in legal terms, but also for all affected stakeholders; any reform of the transfer system had to be at least acceptable for the players (European Commission 2000, p.2). Thus, FIFPro was initially granted veto player status and given the opportunity to shape any amendments to the international transfer system. The clubs were also granted a say by the Commission but they
opposed the liberalisation agenda because players are major business assets (Welch & Gardiner 2007). G-14 feared that economic interests would be compromised in the negotiations about a new transfer system.

In the debates between FIFA, UEFA, G-14 and FIFPro, insurmountable conflicts between the latter two resulted in bargaining deadlock. As a consequence, FIFPro and G-14 were marginalised from the final stages of the negotiations with the Commission (Bose 2000). FIFPro was bypassed by an agreement between UEFA, FIFA and the Commission (European Commission 2001c). FIFPro proved paralysed by an internal clash between a faction fond of a complete deregulation of the player market and a more pragmatic faction intending to ‘trade’ some mobility restrictions for better social security (Dabscheck 2003). Since the narrow issue definition of player market regulation within competition policy did not allow broadening the issue towards more encompassing collective bargaining, FIFPro was not able to solve that internal conflict, which contributed to FIFPro’s walk-out (Bose 2000; Meier 2005). FIFPro’s lack of strategic capacity was compensated by DG Comp’s insistence on liberalising the players market and, moreover, the football bodies’ concerns about further FIFPro litigation (Dimitrakopoulos, 2006).

It is not necessary to recall all stipulations of the new transfer system. In essence, the settlement with the Commission required the football bodies to substantially liberalise the player market by restricting maximum duration of player contracts. However, the football bodies’ main concerns were insofar respected as the transfer agreement legitimised training compensation fees for transfers of young players and solidarity mechanisms benefitting the clubs involved in the training and education of football players. The settlement has been interpreted as a compromise between the initial positions of FIFA and the Commission, although it has been considered as beneficial for the governing bodies (Parrish 2003, p.147).
This is due to a substantial politicisation of the transfer system issue by the Member States, which had strong preferences for subsidising training efforts of grassroots football (Dimitrakopoulos 2006). At several occasions, the Member States signalled the Commission that they expected more concessions towards the football bodies. In September 2000, British PM and the German Chancellor demanded a cooperative solution paying regard to all stakeholders (Prime Minister's Office 2000, 2001). In December 2000, the Member States’ Nice Declaration on Sport supported again a cooperative solution of the player market issue (European Council 2000). Eventually, the Swedish Presidency of 2001 facilitated an informal settlement (European Commission 2001e).

Thus, Member States’ intervention served to mitigate the liberalising agenda of the Commission and to broaden the initial narrow issue definition towards a more ‘holistic’ view on sport governance and the specificity of sport – but not towards collective bargaining. Therefore, narrow issue definition is a characteristic of the public enforcement of competition policy but it also has limits. The multi-institutional nature of the EU limits the executive’s powers and political pressure from the Member States, as theorised above, can re-define the issue at stake. For external actors, this is more likely to happen when their discourse and policy preference can be aligned with the Member States’, hence facilitating high politics status.

Nevertheless, the deregulatory nature of the transfer agreement makes evident that FIFPro benefitted to a certain extent from the compromise despite its walk-out. Although Member State intervention did not aim to expand the initial narrow issue definition towards more encompassing collective bargaining, FIFPro was certainly better off with the compromise in particular when FIFPro’s previous poor record in negotiations with the football bodies is considered (Meier, 2005). While G-14 had finally to accept substantial liberalisation, it got de
facto acknowledged as an employer representative signalling that G-14 was able to challenge player market regulations unilaterally adopted by the football bodies.

**Discussion: Interest group failure in alternative venues**

As shown, G-14 and FIFPro benefitted from public enforcement of competition policy in terms of policy shifts and some institutional change. Public enforcement challenged rules of FIFA and UEFA that no football stakeholder had managed to dispute, even if they had been trying for two decades because the traditional governance of football ensured the primacy of the put the governing bodies. Therefore, the opportunity opened by the Commission was groundbreaking for football governance standards. We now explore the extent to which FIFPro and G-14 were able to further capitalise on the opportunities opened by the Commission investigations.

**G-14: Failure of capacity building and demise**

The record of G-14 supports our claim that interest groups face problems transferring empowerment effects from public enforcement of competition policy into other venues where political action is more costly. G-14 failed to build the organisational capacities and legitimacy necessary to take on more responsibility within football governance.

First, increasing legitimacy among football stakeholders and assuming a regulatory role required more investments than relying on competition policy. Second, there were additional factors debilitating G-14, especially the group’s own heterogeneity and the stark opposition from UEFA and FIFA, who never recognised G-14 as legitimate stakeholder (Holt 2006, p.96; see also UEFA 2008).

G-14’s attempt to broaden its support by establishing an annual international club conference including representatives from outside the group was countered by UEFA’s creation of the European Club Forum (ECF) in 2002 (Grant 2009). The ECF was intended as a forum for
consultations with Europe’s major professional clubs within the UEFA structures. Since top clubs from all 53 Member Associations were considered, UEFA claimed that the ECF was more representative and democratic than G-14 (Holt 2006, p.96-97). That move indicated that UEFA had to accept professional clubs as legitimate stakeholders due to EU induced power shifts but was not willing to recognise G-14 itself. The group’s confrontational strategy made UEFA and FIFA perceive G-14 as a real threat to their own powers (Holt 2006; Interview, UEFA former General Secretary, February 2007).

Moreover, G-14 was unable to deal with internal heterogeneity. In 2001, G-14 members could not agree to block a reform of the CL format proposed by UEFA because G-14 clubs benefitted very unequally from CL matches and had different opinions about an overcrowded match calendar (Banks 2002, p.129-35). In 2002, G-14 announced it intended to implement a ‘soft salary cap’ from 2005 on in order to impose some financial discipline on its members. However, it proved impossible to implement because some G-14 clubs pursue profit aims and others purely sporting aims (Moorhouse 2007). In a similar manner, G-14 could not find a common position when UEFA presented in 2006 its home grown players rules for European club competitions (see García 2007b, p.213-217). G-14’s inaction enabled UEFA to adopt the home grown rules virtually unopposed.

It is interesting to note, that clubs only real success against the governing bodies was achieved when they resorted to the threat of private enforcement of competition law before national courts. The clubs had long objected the football bodies’ policy of mandatory player release for national team duty. The *Oulmers* case allowed the clubs to claim that these FIFA’s rules represented an abuse of a dominant position by the governing bodies resulting in a disenfranchisement of players as one of the clubs’ most important business assets (Parrish & Miettinen 2008, p 224). In the *Oulmers* case, the Moroccan international player Abdelmajid Oulmers returned injured to his club (Charleroi) from national team duty in 2004 without the
club getting compensated. Initially Charleroi started legal proceedings before a Belgian national court to obtain compensation. Charleroi claimed that FIFA’s rules on the release of players for national team duty were in breach of competition policy provisions. G-14 joined the litigation, which was referred to the ECJ for a preliminary ruling (SA Sporting du Pays de Charleroi and G-14 Groupment des clubs de football européens v. Fédération internationale de football association (FIFA), case C-243/06, Official Journal, 02-09-06, C 212, p.11).

Facing a possible upset by the Court, FIFA and UEFA decided to negotiate an out of court settlement. They agreed to increased compensation payments to clubs and an insurance scheme for the release of players for the final rounds of the European Championships and the FIFA World Cup (UEFA 2008). In exchange, G-14, which had failed to build governance capacity, agreed to cease its operations and to withdraw the legal challenge (G-14 2008). UEFA then dissolved the ECF and recognised the European Club Association (ECA), an independent body founded by the clubs as a legitimate stakeholder (UEFA 2008; Grant 2009).

**FIFPro: Lack of bargaining partners**

FIFPro’s record after the transfer system case supports the idea that interest group success in other venues is less probable when veto player status does not suffice but other actors’ cooperation is needed. Following *Bosman* and the transfer system investigation, FIFPro emerged as a legitimate representative of the players backed by the Commission. Since the transfer negotiation, FIFPro has been incorporated by governing bodies to their consultation structures (Holt 2006, p.148-151). Although this was certainly an improvement, FIFPro has not developed a major role within football governing structures and its demands have been relatively modest.

UEFA normalised its relationship with FIFPro and, in 2004, agreed to a tripartite social dialogue by involving the European Professional Football Leagues (EPFL), which UEFA also
recognised as a legitimate stakeholder (Branco Martins 2004). Then, as recommended by the Independent European Sport Review (Arnaut 2006), UEFA endorsed the European social dialogue (under the Commission’s umbrella) as a vehicle for gaining some immunity from European antitrust law. The social dialogue in the professional football sector was launched in July 2008 (European Commission 2008), although UEFA only agreed to that after gaining concessions from the social partners, which proved an obstacle for reaching any agreement within the social dialogue committee (Parrish & Miettinen 2008, p.110-112).

Whilst the social dialogue represents an opportunity for FIFPro, the outcome has been almost negligible to date. FIFPro officers have expressed their frustration to this respect. This is due to the fact that the social dialogue follows a different institutional logic than competition policy (Parrish & Miettinen 2008, p.46-49). Whereas the social dialogue delegates legislative powers to the social partners and provides some immunity from competition law, it takes willing and able bargaining partners for it to work (Schäfer & Streeck 2008). Yet, in football, non-decision and passivity represented a suitable option for clubs and football bodies because they face little incentives for further liberalisation (Meier 2005). Moreover, UEFA opposed a social dialogue taking place outside its committee structure. According to the legal framework of the social dialogue, UEFA, as a governing body, did not qualify as a participant of the social dialogue (Parrish & Miettinen 2008, p.48-49), for it is neither employer nor employee. Yet, in an attempt to unblock the social dialogue the social partners (FIFPro as employees, ECA and EPFL as employers) accepted UEFA as associate partner to the committee and UEFA president Michel Platini as chairman (European Commission 2008).

**UEFA: Adaptation and strategic reorientation**

Whereas G-14 and FIFPro failed to achieve substantial policy change, UEFA used its incumbent’s advantage to adapt to the power shifts induced by the EU’s involvement in sport (García 2007b, 2009). Outside European competition policy, and in particular among the
Member States, UEFA had political legitimacy on its side because, for political stakeholders, UEFA represents best the idea that sport is more than a mere economic activity (Dimitrakopoulos 2006). Moreover, UEFA possessed organisational capacities to skilfully align its policy priorities with those of the Member States and a majority within the European parliament (Parrish 2003, García 2007b). As shown, UEFA has much to lose from public and private enforcement of competition law but the multi-institutional nature of the EU, however, opened a line of defence for UEFA, adeptly exploited by gaining political support from the Member States. The logic of private litigation before the courts, however, is different and it is less open to external influences. Thus, it is not surprising that UEFA has looked to develop its interest representation activities in larger political arenas.

As shown, UEFA was able to counter the G-14 challenge, to normalise its relationship with FIFPro and to occupy a central position within the social dialogue despite having to concede some ground to the Commission’s liberalising efforts. Moreover, UEFA intensified its efforts to secure economic stability of the professional game. Commission and European Parliament have been quite supportive of these UEFA regulatory efforts (cf. European Parliament 2006; European Commission 2007). Thus, UEFA underwent a process of forced and pragmatic adaptation to the supervisory role of EU institutions (Garcia 2009). UEFA has realised that the role of the sport bodies can best be defended if the European model of sport makes a good case for good governance (García 2007b).

**Conclusion**

We have argued that competition policy features an attractive combination of success probabilities and low cost functions that can increase its expected utility for certain interest groups, in particular, when interest groups can align their policy preferences with the liberalising agenda of DG Comp and when they can become veto players through claimant status. However, narrow issue definition and politicisation can limit interest groups’ utility
deriving from public enforcement of competition policy. Moreover, empowerment effects might be hard to transfer. Our case studies support these ideas to some extent even though the collective selling questions the relevance of narrow issue definition since it was mainly G-14’s hesitant approach that prevented more substantial institutional change.

Without doubt, public enforcement of competition policy has brought some policy shifts favouring clubs and players increasing their share in professional football’s revenues. The two cases’ outcome in terms of institutional change is debatable, though. It has been claimed that EU involvement in sport opened the possibilities of a transformation of the vertical governance represented by the sporting pyramid (García 2007b). New stakeholders and new governance arrangements in European sport have emerged (European Commission 2007). Thus, European football’s governance has evolved towards a more horizontal structure of stakeholder networks (García 2007b, 2009, Holt 2006).

It is safe to affirm that the legitimacy of the governing bodies has been successfully contested by players and club and that EU competition policy has induced some institutional change in European football by challenging the sport bodies’ monopoly and legitimising the claims of clubs and players. Accordingly, both interest groups have been incorporated to consultative bodies such as UEFA’s Professional Football Strategy Council. FIFPro is engaged within FIFA’s dispute resolution chamber. Obviously, football’s governing bodies can no longer afford ignoring these stakeholders. Nevertheless, FIFA and UEFA are still the dominant actors in football governance and have been trying to restrict institutional concessions to other stakeholders. Whereas the inclusion of formerly marginalised interest groups represents certainly more than mere ‘window dressing’ – since these stakeholders can resort to private litigation – given the prospects of far-reaching power shifts offered by European competition policy, these institutional changes appear limited.
Concerning clubs’ procedural empowerment, ECA chairman Karl-Heinz Rummenigge (2011) has recently complained about difficult cooperation with FIFA and UEFA on issues of player release and announced to return to a more confrontational strategy. Regarding the social dialogue committee established in 2008, Parrish (2011) has correctly argued that this institutional venue has the potential to grant stakeholders a superior status to football’s governing bodies. However, the social dialogue’s outcomes appear limited so far given the fact that the Commission has been eager to promote collective bargaining within professional football since 2001. Considering that the formal social dialogue has started not until 2008, it seems premature to reach a final conclusion on the future of the formal social dialogue and its impact on football governance since it can be argued that those eager to contest the traditional power of the governing bodies might have expected too much too soon.

Concerning the relevance of football’s case for the more general debate on interest group politics in the EU, we have shown that competition policy has to be understood as a venue of interest group politics in its own right. We suggested that EU competition policy increases the probability of success for interest groups interested in the Commission’s market liberalisation agenda, while reducing the costs for political action since claimant status (and not legitimacy, representativeness or capacity for collective action) suffices to get access. Yet, narrow issue definition within the arena of competition policy might also limit the feasible benefits from political action. Moreover, the involvement of Member States might limit the liberalising agenda of the Commission. Due to its greater sensitivity to politicisation, public enforcement of competition law might bring about smaller benefits to interest groups than private enforcement by litigation. Thus, private litigation appears to have been more consequential for sectoral governance (Parrish 2011). However, our central ideas on success probabilities and cost-benefit-relations seem also to apply to private enforcement of competition law. Moreover, the case of sport serves also to illustrate that ECJ also responds to political
criticism. Following complaints about EC law’s insensitivity to the specificity of sport, ECJ have developed a highly complex case law approach to sport issues (Arnaut 2006).

Finally, our reasoning that competition policy does not necessarily empower interest groups to succeed in other venues applies to public as well as to private enforcement of competition law. We hypothesized that one, albeit not the exclusive, explanation for the relatively limited empowerment of clubs and players in football governance is that successful action in alternative political venues following a different institutional logic requires further investments in organisational capabilities since claimant status might not suffice. However, internal heterogeneity of both G-14 and FIFPro also contributed to their lack of effectiveness. Furthermore, the intervention of Member States governments, moving these issues to the high politics agenda, proved difficult to deal with for FIFPro and G-14. Nevertheless, competition policy appears as a venue to be used by interest groups that support a liberalising agenda and have only limited resources.
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